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Abstract
This article presents a theoretical analysis and measurements of the input 
current noise of a chopper operational amplifier that has a 10 pF input 
capacitance, a 5.6 nV/√Hz voltage noise PSD, and a 4 MHz unity-gain 
bandwidth. With a higher closed-loop gain configuration, the input current 
noise is dominated by the thermal noise of the dynamic conductance that 
occurs at the input chopper. Additionally, this theoretical analysis identifies 
another source of the input current noise that is caused by the amplifier’s 
voltage noise as sampled by the dynamic conductance at the input chop-
per. Moreover, upon the sampling, the broadband voltage noise spectral 
densities are folded back to the low frequency so that the resulting current 
noise spectral density actually increases with wider closed-loop band-
width, hence with smaller closed-loop gain configuration. The measured 
current noise is 0.28 pA/√Hz with a closed-loop gain of 10, but it increases 
up to 0.77 pA/√Hz with the unity-gain configuration.

I. Introduction
The chopping technique periodically corrects an amplifier’s offset voltage, 
and therefore can achieve microvolt-level offset voltage and very little 1/f 
noise with its corner frequency below sub-hertz.1,2 Hence, many chopper 
operational amplifiers (op amps) and instrumentation amplifiers (in-amps) 
have mainly been intended for sensing small input voltage that has rela-
tively low source impedance and low signal frequency. One of its important 
applications is to amplify millivolt-level sensor signals representing light, 
temperature, magnetic field, and force, whose signal frequencies are 
mostly lower than kilohertz.2 However, the switching by the input chopper 
introduces input bias current and input current noise that are substantially 
higher than those of a conventional CMOS amplifier with no chopping.3,4 
When the amplifier’s input is driven by a high source impedance, this input 
current noise will be converted to voltage noise, which may dominate the 
overall amplifier’s noise.3,4

In the article “Measurement and Analysis of Input Current Noise in Chopper 
Amplifiers,”4 various possible sources of input current noise were explained, 
and the shot noise associated with the charge injection of the input MOS 
switches was identified as the dominant noise source. However, in the article 
“Excess Current Noise in Amplifiers with Switched Input,”5 the thermal 
noise of the dynamic conductance that occurred at the input chopper was 
identified as the dominant noise source. In all these previous measurements, 
the amplifier’s output voltage noise was isolated from the input chopper by 
feedback attenuation from the amplifier’s output to input.

Although chopper op amps have been traditionally used in high closed-
loop gain configurations, their low offset voltage and low 1/f noise are also 
demanded in low closed-loop gain and/or high source impedance configura-
tions.2 Therefore, it is important to understand their current noise behavior 
in such configurations. This brief presents input current noise analysis and 
measurements of a chopper op amp with both high and low closed-loop 
gain configurations as presented in the article “A 5.6 nV/√Hz Chopper 
Operational Amplifier Achieving a 0.5 µV Maximum Offset Over Rail-to-Rail 
Input Range with Adaptive Clock Boosting Technique.”6 It identifies another 
source of the input current noise that is caused by the op amp’s broadband 
voltage noise sampled by the dynamic conductance at the input chopper. 
Moreover, upon the sampling, the voltage noise power spectral densities 
(PSDs) from even harmonic frequencies of the chopping are folded back 
to the low frequency, which can increase the resulting current noise PSD. 
Therefore, this noise source can dominate the overall input current noise 
when the closed-loop gain is lower so that the output voltage noise of the  
op amp reaches the input chopper with less attenuation.

Section II reviews previously reported input current noise sources, and 
then Section III explains the mechanism of the input current noise source 
caused by the sampled broadband voltage noise and the associated noise 
spectrum folding effect. Section IV conducts some numerical calculations 
of various current noise sources of the op amp.6 Section V then compares 
the calculated current noise with simulations and measurements to vali-
date the analysis. Section VI provides some recommendations to reduce 
the input current noise, and the article ends with some conclusions in 
Section VII.

II. Previously Reported Input Current  
Noise Sources
The following three current noise sources were explained in the article 
“Measurement and Analysis of Input Current Noise in Chopper Amplifiers.” 
First, channel charge injections of the input switches can be approximated 
as an average current Iq_ave, leading to shot noise:

 in_SHOT =   2qIq_ave =   (1)
4qfCHOP × (WLCox)SW × (VGS – VTH)SW

where fCHOP is the chopping frequency, while (WLCox)SW and (VGS – VTH)SW are the 
gate oxide capacitance and the overdrive voltage of the switches, respectively.
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Second, the clock drivers produce kTC noise charges sampled onto the 
gate oxide capacitances of the switches, and then the noise charges flow 
into the amplifier’s inputs at every chopping:

 in_kTC =   8kT (WLCox)SW × fCHOP (2)
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Figure 1. Dynamic input current due to chopping and input capacitances.

Third, as shown in Figure 1, a dynamic input current IIN(t) flows into the 
amplifier’s input capacitors CIN every time the input chopper, CHOP1, 
switches. When a dc voltage source VIN(t) = VIN_DC is applied, the averaged 
input currents over time IIN_ave is given by:

 IIN_ave = 2CINfCHOP × VIN_DC (3)

The associated dynamic input conductance GIN_ave and thermal noise in_GIN 
are then given by:

 
GIN_ave = = 2CINfCHOP

IIN_ave
VIN_DC

(4)

 
in_GIN =   4kTGIN_ave =   8kTCINfCHOP (5)

Note that any one of the three noise equations of Equation 1, 2, and 
5 consists of a unique set of the circuit and switch parameters, and 
therefore can dominate the overall noise depending on the values of the  
parameters. The shot noise shown in Equation 1 dominates the overall  
current noise in all three measured amplifiers4: an open-loop chopper  
in-amp and two chopper op amps with closed-loop gains of 100. This 
open-loop in-amp only had a 125 fF input capacitor, and thus the thermal 
noise of the dynamic conductance shown in Equation 5 was insignificant.

In the article “Excess Current Noise in Amplifiers with Switched Input,” 
a chopper made of discrete FETs was measured, and the thermal noise 
shown in Equation 5 dominated the overall current noise when discrete 
capacitors ranging from 10 pF to 100 pF were added. Note that the cur-
rent noise increased with the capacitor value.

III. Current Noise Caused by Sampled Voltage 
Noise and Noise Spectrum Folding Effect
The dynamic conductance itself generates the thermal current noise as 
suggested by Equation 5, but its sampling action also converts the voltage 
noise across the input chopper to current noise.

Dynamic Input Current Caused by Sampled AC  
Input Voltage
The dynamic input current with a dc input voltage is given by Equation 3. 
Let us now consider a case with an ac sinusoidal differential input voltage 
VIN(t)) at the frequency of 2 × fCHOP, as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen 
that VIN(t) reaches its peak value VIN_AC when the chopping clocks CHOP 
and CHOP_INV switch. Consequently, this ac differential input voltage 
results in a dynamic input current IIN(t) in the same manner as a dc differ-
ential input voltage does, so that its time-averaged current IIN_ave is  
given by:

 
IIN_ave = 2CINfCHOP × VIN_AC (6)

CHOP
CHOP_INV

VIN(t)

VIN_AC

1/fCHOP

Time: t

IIN(t) IIN_ave

Figure 2. Dynamic input current waveform with ac differential input voltage.
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Figure 3. Noise spectrum folding effect while voltage noise PSD is sampled and 
converted to current noise PSD.

When the phase difference between the input voltage and the chopping 
clocks is random, the equation can be rewritten using the rms values of 
the input voltage VIN_RMS and the resulting input current IIN_ave_RMS:

 IIN_ave_RMS = 2CINfCHOP × VIN_RMS (7)

The input current will also occur in the same manner, when an ac input 
differential voltage at a higher even harmonic frequency of the chopping 
(for example, 4 × fCHOP or 6 × fCHOP) is applied.

Input Current Noise PSD Caused by Sampled Voltage 
Noise PSD and Noise Spectrum Folding Effect
When the input voltage has frequency spectrum including multiple even 
harmonic frequencies of the chopping, they are all folded back to low 
frequency, which is known as the noise spectrum folding effect.1 The 
chopping is considered a modulation technique rather than a sampling 
technique. However, this dynamic input current occurs based on the 
sampled input voltages, rather than the continuous input voltage, so that 
noise spectrum folding occurs. In other words, the amount of the aver-
aged dynamic current is only determined by the differential input voltages 
at the instance of the chopping, rather than the differential input voltage 
at any other time.

Figure 3 illustrates the noise spectrum folding effect with the consider-
ation that an input voltage noise PSD is equal to en from dc to 5 × fCHOP  
but is zero above 5 × fCHOP. This results in an input current noise PSD from 
dc to ±fCHOP, the Nyquist frequency. The input voltage noise PSD en(fen) 
between ±fCHOP will contribute to the input current noise PSD in_en_GIN_0(f) 
with no frequency shift:

 in_en_GIN_0(fin) = 2CINfCHOP × en( fen) (8)

where fen and fin are the frequencies of the input voltage noise PSD and the 
resulting input current noise PSD, respectively. The input voltage noise PSD 
above fCHOP and below 3 × fCHOP will contribute to the input current noise 
PSD with a frequency shift of –2 × fCHOP:
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in_en_GIN_2 fCHOP(fin) = 2CINfCHOP × en( fen – 2fCHOP) (9)

The total input current noise PSD in_en_GIN_RSS(f) is obtained by summing 
the PSDs folded from all frequencies within the op amp’s closed-loop 
bandwidth including those in Equation 8 and Equation 9, in the root sum 
square (RSS) manner:

 in_en_GIN_RSS(fin) = 2CINfCHOP en2( fen – 2nfCHOP)
n = –∞

∞
∑ (10)

When the voltage noise PSD is flat at en and is band limited at a frequency 
of fen_BW, the resulting low frequency current noise PSD is given by:

 
1 +in_en_GIN_RSS = 2CINfCHOP × en × 

fen_BW
fCHOP

(11)

When fen_BW/fCHOP >> 1, the equation can be approximated to:

 in_en_GIN_RSS = 2CIN     fCHOP × fe_BW × en =~

(12)
 2CIN     fCHOP × en_RMSINT

where en × √fen_BW is replaced by the integrated rms voltage noise en_RMSINT. 
This input current noise source is approximately proportional to the rms 
voltage noise at the differential inputs, the input capacitor size, and the 
square root of the chopping frequency.

IV. Input Current Noise Estimation in a  
Chopper Op Amp
Chopper Op Amp Block Diagram
The chopper op amp presented in “A 5.6 nV/√Hz Chopper Operational 
Amplifier Achieving a 0.5 µV Maximum Offset Over Rail-to-Rail Input 
Range with Adaptive Clock Boosting Technique” is analyzed, simulated, 
and measured in this and later sections. This op amp is realized in a 
0.35 µm CMOS process augmented by 5 V transistors, and it achieves a 
voltage noise PSD of 5.6 nV/√Hz and a unity-gain bandwidth of 4 MHz. Its 
block diagram is shown in Figure 4, and Table 1 summarizes the parameters 
of the input chopper (CHOP1). To realize rail-to-rail input common-mode 
range, the input transconductance amplifier stage Gm1 consists of n-channel 
and p-channel differential pairs, both of which contribute to the input 
capacitances CIN. Moreover, the larger size of the input MOS devices 
is needed to increase the transconductance of Gm1 in a power efficient 

manner. Each of the four switches in the input chopper CHOP1 is realized 
by an NMOS, and its gate voltage is adaptively biased based on the input 
voltage, so that its overdrive voltage is constant at 0.5 V with the changes 
of the input voltage.

Table 1. Parameters of the Input Chopper (CHOP1)

Parameter Explanation Value Unit

fCHOP Chopping frequency 200 kHz

CIN Input capacitance of Gm1 10 pF

RFB
Gate oxide capacitance of 

a switch in CHOP1 30 fF

(VGS–VTH)SW
Gate overdrive voltage of a 

switch in CHOP1 0.5 V

k Boltzmann constant 1.38 × 10–23 J/K

T Absolute temperature 300 K

q Unit electron charge 1.60 × 10–19 C

Voltage Noise Across Differential Input Terminals
To calculate the current noise PSD shown in Equation 12, the integrated 
rms voltage noise vin_RMSINT needs to be known. The chopper op amp is 
simulated with closed-loop gains = 1, 2, 5, and 10. Figure 5 (a) and (b) 
show the voltage noise PSDs and their integrated rms noise, respectively, 
across the differential inputs of the op amp. All the simulations in this 
article are conducted by the SpectreRF periodic noise simulation (PNOISE) to 
consider switching effects of the chopping.7 The noise PSDs are flat below 
100 kHz thanks to the chopping, but peak at the chopping frequency of 
200 kHz.6 Note that the figures present the noise at the op amp’s differen-
tial inputs rather than its output, so that the noise PSDs below 100 kHz are 
constant with different closed-loop gains. The noise PSDs also increase 
above 1 MHz and are dominated by the thermal noise of Gm2, Gm3, and 
Gm4 due to the gain drop of Gm1. Therefore, their integrated rms noise also 
increases above 1 MHz, especially with lower closed-loop gain, mainly 
due to the higher closed-loop bandwidth. The integrated rms voltage noise 
across the differential inputs is 11 µV rms with gain = 10, but is 68 µV 
rms with gain = 1.

Gm4
(0.8 ms)

Gm2
(0.8 ms)

Gm3
(10 ms)

16 pF

16 pF

16 pF

Gm1
(3.2 ms)

CHOP1 CHOP2

CIN
(10 pF)

CIN
(10 pF)

VINN

VIN

VINP

16 pF

VOUT

ACFB

Figure 4. Chopper op amp diagram.
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Figure 5. Simulated differential input voltage noise of the chopper op amp.

Estimation of Each Input Current Noise Source
This simulated integrated rms voltage noise is then applied to Equation 12  
to calculate the current noise PSDs. Additionally, the current noise 
PSDs caused by the other noise sources4 are calculated by applying the  
parameters in Table 1 to Equation 1, Equation 2, and Equation 5. Figure 6 
shows the calculated current noise PSDs of the four noise sources with 
closed-loop gains from 1 to 10. The current noise PSD caused by the 
sampled broadband voltage noise PSD (Equation 12) dominates the total  
current noise PSD at closed-loop gains of 1 and 2. It decreases with 
higher closed-loop gains and only contributes to the total input current  

noise PSD by 7% at the closed-loop gain of 10. Instead, the total current 
noise PSD is dominated by the thermal noise of the dynamic conductance 
itself (Equation 5), and thus becomes nearly constant with the closed-loop 
gain above 5. Therefore, it is sufficient to evaluate the current noise with 
the closed-loop gain up to 10 for this op amp.6

V. Simulation and Measurement Results
To validate the analysis, the calculated total current noise PSDs shown in 
Figure 6 are compared with the simulation and measurement results. Both 
PNOISE simulation and measurement are performed using a circuit setup, as 
shown in Figure 7. The voltage noise PSD en_OUT is measured by shorting 
RS, and then the overall noise PSD en_OUT_RS is measured with RS = 100 kΩ. 
The current noise PSD in_IN is then given by:

 

in_IN =

(en_OUT_RS2 – en_OUT2)
GTOT2

RS

(13)
– 4kTRS

 
× GPOSTGTOT =  1 +

RF
RG

(14)

where (1 + RF/RG) is the closed-loop gain around the op amp and GPOST 
= 100 is a post gain to ease the measurement by the dynamic signal 
analyzer HP 35670A. Note that in Equation 13 en_OUT_RS and en_OUT are sub-
tracted in RSS manner, because the current noise PSD is mostly caused 
by the folded noise from the higher frequencies and is thus uncorrelated 
with the voltage noise PSD.
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Figure 6. Calculated input current noise contribution from the different sources.
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Figure 7. Circuit setup for input current noise simulations and measurements.
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An external capacitor CS = 100 pF limits the noise bandwidth of RS at the 
cutoff frequency of 16 kHz. In this case, the thermal noise of RS is suf-
ficiently attenuated at the first even harmonic frequency of the chopping 
(400 kHz), and thus does not contribute to the current noise through the 
noise spectrum folding effect. On the other hand, the op amp’s broadband 
output voltage noise reaches the negative input VINN, sampled by the dynamic 
conductance at the input chopper, and can significantly contribute to the 
current noise. This resulting current noise PSD in the low frequency is 
then converted to the voltage noise again by RS, which can be measured 
at the output of the post gain stage.

Figure 8 shows the simulated and measured input current noise PSDs 
over the frequency with gain = 1 configuration (RG is open and RF is short 
in Figure 7). At 0.01 kHz, the simulated and measured noise PSDs are 
0.69 pA/√Hz and 0.78 pA/√Hz, respectively. The noise PSDs then start 
dropping at the 16 kHz cutoff frequency made by RS and CS. Figure 9 
shows the input current noise PSDs at 0.01 kHz with different closed-loop 
gains to compare the calculated values in Figure 6 with the simulation 
and measurement results. Both the simulated and measured current noise 
PSDs increase with lower closed-loop gains, and present good correlation 
with the calculation. The measured input current noise PSD is 0.28 pA/√Hz 
with gain = 10, but increases up to 0.77 pA/√Hz with gain = 1.
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Figure 8. Input current noise PSD vs. frequency.
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Figure 9. Input current noise PSD at 10 Hz vs. closed-loop gain.

VI. Recommendations to Reduce Input  
Current Noise
All the current noise sources given by Equation 1, 2, 5, and 12 increase 
proportionally to the square root of the chopping frequency. Additionally, 
the current noise sources related to the dynamic conductance at the 
input chopper (Equation 5 and Equation 12) increase with an amplifier’s 
input capacitance. This implies that chopper op amps designed for lower 
voltage noise PSD tend to have higher input current noise PSD, since the 
size of their input devices needs to be increased. This trade-off must be 
understood to achieve optimum voltage noise and current noise PSDs with 
a given source impedance. When possible, complementary input pairs 
or input transistors under a weak inversion region should be avoided to 
reduce the input capacitances.

Equation 12 identifies that the current noise PSD increases with the inte-
grated rms voltage noise across the amplifier’s differential inputs, and hence 
with noise bandwidth. Compared to open-loop chopper in-amps, chopper 
op amps are more vulnerable to this noise source, since their output noise 
can reach their input through the feedback network. When possible, a higher 
closed-loop gain can be used to decrease the noise bandwidth. Another way 
to decrease the noise bandwidth is to place capacitor(s) in parallel with RG, 
RS, and/or across the amplifier’s differential inputs as shown in Figure 7.

VII. Conclusion
This article identified another input current noise source that is caused 
by the amplifier’s broadband voltage noise sampled by the dynamic 
conductance at the input chopper. It also identified that, unlike the other 
noise sources previously reported, this current noise PSD increases with 
wider closed-loop bandwidth because of the noise spectrum folding effect 
associated with the input chopper. This analysis was confirmed by the 
measurements that showed 0.28 pA/√Hz current noise with gain = 10, 
and 0.77 pA/√Hz current noise with gain = 1 due to the increased closed-
loop bandwidth. Some recommendations were provided for amplifier 
designers and users to reduce input current noise of chopper amplifiers. 
Table 2 compares the overall performance of the chopper op amp evalu-
ated in this article6 with other recent chopper op amps that have similar 
voltage noise PSD.8, 9, 10

Table 2. Specifications of the Chopper Op Amp

Parameter This Work LMP2021 MAX44250 OPA388

Supply Current 
(mA) 1.4 0.95 1.17 1.7

Chopping 
Frequency (kHz) 200 30 60 150

Gain Bandwidth 
Product (MHz) 4.0 5.0 10.0 10.0

Max Offset 
Voltage (μV) 0.5 5.0 8.5 5.0

Max Input Bias 
Current (pA) 400 100 1400 350

Voltage Noise 
PSD (nV/√Hz) 5.6 11.0 6.2 7.0

Current Noise 
PSD (pA/√Hz) 0.28 0.35 0.60 0.10
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